Isotank Transport Services Limited
Terms & Conditions of Carriage
Unless otherwise agreed all goods are accepted for Carriage
only subject to the Terms and Conditions of the Road Haulage
Association Limited (RHA) Special Conditions for the Carriage
of Bulk Liquids, Powders and Gases 1999 – Effective 1 May
1999.
A copy of these Terms and Conditions are attached for your
reference.

Please note the following clarifications:1. Hoses are used for a variety of products and would normally be cleaned by attachment to
a tank while it is being cleaned. As such even where a certificate is obtained this can only
confirm that the process has been followed and does certainly not certify them as 100%
clean. To reduce the risk of contamination from a hose we would always suggest that
customers should have dedicated or site based hoses and cannot accept liability where
issues occur with general use hoses.
2. Cleaning is undertaken within the European Federation of Tank Cleaning Organisations
(EFTCO) definition of a clean – ‘A tank shall be described as clean when there are no visible
traces or odour of the last product or cleaning agent following an inspection from the manlids’ www.eftco.org. However, whilst the driver will perform this check where possible it
should be noted that frequently under working at height regulations the driver is not
permitted to do this and as such we do not accept liability and would expect the prime
control to be for the loading plant to perform their own checks prior to loading.
3. Interchanges - While our drivers do undertake inspections of equipment this is a driver
check and not a detailed interchange and as such we do not accept liability for any damage
which is not noticed by this inspection. However, as noted we hold good insurance cover
and will progress an insurance claim for any damage for which we are responsible while the
tank is in our care i.e. damage that we cause. Through our depot business we do offer a
service to send a depot fitter to inspect tanks prior to collection by the driver which we trust
may be of interest.
4. Documents - We can supply documents on request and currently retain these documents
for around 2 full years. We can email documents on request and are also able to make
documents available electronically (via the internet) for a 3 month period after the job is
performed which would enable you to obtain electronic copies directly if required.
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